TOTAL TASK MANAGEMENT WITH PSSUltimate
PSSUltimate is the latest addition to the range of apps provided by PSS Ltd. Developed in conjunction with Islington Borough Council for the management of their teams, tasks, equipment and training records.

**WEB APP**

PSSUltimate is a web-based app for workload management of teams and tasks. The app enables all the administration required to be undertaken from one centralized location and data to be managed, viewed and interrogated to improve workload planning and organisation. The web app will operate on any device with the internet from Desktops to Tablets on IE 10 and above.

**DESKTOP FEATURES**
- Workflow management system
- Customisable reporting with Zoho
- Configurable system to operate to your needs
- Multiple User authority access levels
- Urgent Task notification to aid workload prioritisation

**THE ULTIMATE TOOL FOR TEAMS AND TASKS**

PSSUltimate provides a two-way interface between you and your teams.
- Improve speed of communication and information flow between onsite and office
- Responsive onsite Issue reporting
- Transparency through time, date stamps and images
- Safer use of equipment through dual level checks of both equipment and user qualifications

**MOBILE APP**

The mobile app enables Users to see which Work Programs and Tasks they are to carry out. Records the results of Tasks undertaken with associated Photos and Notes. Users log on to the mobile with RFID tags (or operational password/pin feature).

**MOBILE FEATURES:**
- Complete Work Programs
- Take Photos and add Notes
- Be alerted to Urgent Tasks for action
- Report Issues from onsite for office action
- Check Equipment fit for use by qualified individuals
- Undertake Completed Site Checks and Site Quality Checks
**DASHBOARD**
Provides an instant overview of the activities being carried out. Track progress and KPIs across set areas. Transparent and interactive view of your live data, updated from site instantly.

**PEOPLE**
Configure the system with your People, determine their roles and authority access levels. Ensure training requirements are kept up to date to comply with role requirements.

**REPORTING**
Integrated with Zoho reporting for the generation of custom report templates which can be automatically set up to send out to Clients.

**SITE INVENTORY**
Record details of all Sites in your area of responsibility, then link to required Tasks. Assigned Sites to Work Programs.

**WORK PROGRAMS**
Track and determine what work your teams do, where, how often, in what order and to what standard. Record Notes and Photos. Be alerted to items completed, as well as items unable or not required to be completed for a full management overview.

**TASK INVENTORY**
Create a list of all required Tasks and the definition of best practice for their completion. Assign Tasks to Sites.

**EQUIPMENT INVENTORY**
Record all Equipment items and the relevant safety checks they require. Retain information on service history, repairs and safety checks.

**TRAINING**
Maintain a list of Courses related to roles, ensure that all User qualifications and role requirements are met and kept up to date.

Arrange a demo today enquire@pssltd.co.uk
ANNUAL LICENCE STARTING FROM £12,500 for a 50 user set up

Unlimited email and phone support
System configuration assistance
Data input assistance
Training courses available
Online user guides and support
Personal Account Manager

Arrange a demo today enquire@pssltd.co.uk
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